
Day 22 HAND HOLDING motif Affirmative 
De’VIA 28 Day Challenge 
 
 

 
Sherill Ann Archer   
 Hand to Hand united with the love of ASL 
 



 
Frank L. Dattolo   
  
Day 22 Challenge. Motif: hands holding. Theme: affirmative. Titled: The 
Help. FLD, 2015. Pencil on recycled sketch paper. 
 



 
United We Stand  
P. Durr 
Watercolor 
Description - fall color tree w eye blue skies red soil line yellow 
underground brown and tan roots gold each other's hands 
 



 
Takiyah Harris  
 

  
Ellen Mansfield   
 BREATH IN ASL, Hand holding motif 



 
Ellen Mansfield   
 
The preservation of sign language on Veditz's dream tree with growing 
eyes leaves.. hands holding upward to the sky and downward to the 
earth along with planted seeds with eyes for deaf babies s rights to have 
ASL. Similar idea from my painting 30 x 40 The Veditz's dream tree, 
2013. 
#DeVIA28Challenge I wanted to do something different art image. will 
do it tomw, if i can. 
 



Ken McBroom 
 
#DeVIA28Challenge... 
Day 22  
Motif - holding hands 
"”interlocked” 
Collage 
 



 
Roberta Rose 
#DeVIA28challenge 
Day 22 out of 28 days 
Handholding motif, affirmative 
Title: ASL Pride 
ASL Pride formed  
a ring of peace 
handholding around 
the earth..... 
Offering symbolic 
Protection for the 
Deaf community 
NO to anti - ASL 
NO to anti - ASLphobia 
 
( I read a status 
Of Muslim Public Affair Council 
It inspired me to change some 
Of their words and create my words 
That fits ASL Pride ) 
 



 
Tracey Milo   
Day #22 
#DeVIA28Challenge 
"Two Hands Forever" 
Artist: Tracey Milo 
2015 
Black Icon 
Adobe Illustrator series 



 

Laurie Rose Monahan   
Day 22 
"Deaf Community Do Create Beauty" 
Photoshop, 10x10 
#DeVIA28Challenge 
I had to made this quick as I have important assignment to write 
tonight. 
Deaf people who works together, like DeVIA, do make the world more 
beautiful with colors with love. 



 
Stevie Gemmill Naeyaert   
#devia28challenge Day 22 
Motif: Holding Hands 
"For Us, By Us" 
Two hands clasped together. Inked on both hands and arms are names 
of different deaf related organizations. Teal background.  
Think about it. The ASL Deaf community takes up a very small 
percentage of the U.S. population but look at how many organizations 
we have. There are so many more I missed or don't know about. For us, 
by us. 



 
Nancy Rourke 
Healing Hand 
18 inch by 24 inch 
oil on canvas 
 
This painting is from the first series of Our Love Nest, 
http://www.nancyrourke.com/ourlovenest.htm 
This is about the Eye Tree reaching out to the very weak Eye Tree that 
lost its identity, and was brutally abused by Oralism and the Hand held 
out, to touch and heal the weaken tree, to bring back life. The Ladder 
Artist is inspired by Debbie Rennie's poem, Black Hole: Color ASL. The 
Ladder Artist runs over to help save the weak Eye Tree. 

 
 


